Open Letter to the Diaspora Website Editors
From Ethiopian Semay (ጌታቸው ረዳ)
This is particularly to Ethiopanorama. I understand that
there are several individual Eritreans by birth affiliated
with this website. Therefore, I hope you do not take this
personal, because I challenge a hateful Eritrean by the
name Veronica Melaku who is the idle person of your
website by foaming hateful writings against Tigrayans
and their kings.
As one Eritrean opposition said ‘Exceptions always exist
but…” it will be no exaggeration to state that Ethiopian
opposition media as a whole have been more a liability
than an asset; did more harm than good to the politics of
Ethiopia. The problem is not a thing of the past by the
way but an ever-present danger that did not go away even
at the moment of awakening moment. I have tried to alert
some opposition media that the name Veronica could be
Tesfaye or some Shaabia male puppets using the media
with fake name of a woman photo to confuse readers. (a
friend of mine showed me letters written twice to
Welkait.com editor demanding to interview Veronica so
we know who she or he is-unfortunately, he commented
that they did not stop posting her hateful papers or did not
asked her for interview, this is because she is accepted by
the website said this friend. Because she insults Tigrayans
and acting on behalf of the Amhara. He also suggested,

they perhaps think she is a genuine Ethiopian mistakenly.
That is the issue we will be looking at in this article along
with other tangential issues.
You all know that Eritreans are broken heart lead by a
failed sate. They have the most treacherous, corrupt &
shameless elite’ we have witnessed in Africa. A genuine
Eritrean once talked about Eritrean elites. He asks “who
are the elites anyway? I am using “elites” to refer to those
highly visible highbrows who were the “elites” in the
privileged sense without whose help Isaias’ totalitarian
regime would never thrive as it did; they are those who
had the opportunity, the skill, and the wherewithal to put
pressure on the regime but never did preferring instead to
serve as propaganda tentacles for the regime. What sets
them apart is not the possession of advanced degrees,
technical know-how (or lack thereof) but the factoryproduced likeness of their views.
Indeed, if originality and independent thinking are the
hallmarks of genuine intelligentsia, nothing strikes us
more than their almost total absence in this elite class.
Search Eritrean history all you will, you will not find a
single instance of innovative, unique, or independent
thinking that strays even an iota from the regime’s stated
position or from what was implanted in them when they
were in cahoots with the regime. Name any subject under
the sun be it economy, ethnology, culture, politics,

domestic/foreign affairs, or diplomacy, you will find their
views to be mirror images of one another. Such bees-in-ahive behavior – the very antithesis of what we would
expect from bona fide intellectuals – was and remains the
definitive trademark or insignia of our elite class. (Elites,
Isaias, EPLF, And The Eritrean people Ismail Omer-Ali July 20, 2011)

These is what Eritreans are. Shamefully, Ethiopian
opposition media are allowing these broken heart
elites from a failed state and failed society to come in
to our business our community to be fooled by
Eritreans to divided us “Tigre versus Amhara”.
The sad thing is this media elites did not even care if
the “Amhara” “Tigray people” ”or “Ethiopian
people” cursed by the same element (veronica
Melaku) on her private face book as long as she
comes with article that cursed Tigray society
camouflaged as Ethiopians.
You can hate us all you want, you will never success
eliminating us from earth you like it or not. This is
my word to those of you with flame of hate in your
heart towards Tigrayans. Play politics if you want,
but producing and encouraging hatemonger on your
website is not going to make it.
The sad thing is some Amhara poor souls are using
Veronica as their mantra. One guy on this video you
will hear hims praising veronica’s writings as guide

to the Amhara people. This far the Amhara youth are
deluded by Eritreans. If you search one of the Gonder
Hibret meetings on You Tube (I recorded it on audiobut lost the address for the You Tube) , you will
listen to on of the discussant praising Veronica
Melaku and urge all Gonderians to follow her
writings and advices ( I was shock after I hear the
fellow). Now, Eritreans are becoming the Gonderians
youth idle. How? Because the media is working
subvert the mind of our community collaborating
with Shaabia cadres.
I want all of you to see the attached Veronica
Melaku face book and see if you or Ethiopia or
Amhara is not cursed by her own writings posted on

her face book.

ከላይ የሚታየው ፎቶግራፍ አንድ ኤርትራዊ በነገረኝ መሰረት “ያ
ፎቶግራፍ እውነተኛ ጸሃፊ ሳይሆን ይህ ፎቶ በራሻይዳ ተጠልፋ በሲናይ
በረሃ ከቀረቺው አንዲት ኤርትራዊት ፎቶ እየተጠቀመ የሚጽፍ ሰው
“ወንድ’ እንጂ ‘ሴት’ እንዳልሆነች ጽፎልኛል። ይህ ፎቶ ቬሮኒካ የውሸት
ፎቶ አይደለም እኔ ነኝ ካለ በድረገጾቻችሁ ማነቱን ለማሳወቅ ቃለ
መጠይቅ እንድታደርጉለት እና ውጤቱንም አንድታስታውቁን
እጠይቃለሁ። በቡርቃ ዝማት ስልት እንዲህ ሲል አማራውን ለማነሳሳት
ሞክሯል “ኦ አንተ አማራ እንደት ያለ የዮቶር መንፈስ ቢያድርብህ ነው
ተቸግረህ እንኳን የሚቀኑብህ ? ይገርመኛልም። ያስደንቀኛልም።”
ከላይ የጻፈቺው በትግርኛ ሲሆን ትግሬዎችን ባስነዋሪ ቃላቶችን እየሰደበች
ነው። በኢሳያስ ብርታት ነጻ የወጣቺውን ሃይለኛዋ ኤርትራ አማረውን

ድባቅ መጥቶ ጭንቅላተ ቢሱ ኢትዮጵያን አሽነፎ ነፃ ወጥቷል። ድሮም
ኢትኦጵያ በኤርትራኖች ጭንቅላት ሲኖሩ ስለነበር ኤርትራችን ነፃ ስትወጣ
የኢትኦጵያ ጭንቅላትም አብሮ ተገንጥሏል። ኢትዮጵያ ከደደብነቷ
አትድንም አጋማዎች ….እያለች ነው። ከታችም አማርኛው ያው ነው።
ትላለች፡ የዲያስፖራ ሚዲያ ኢትዮጵያውያን ተቃዋሚ ድረገጾች ቋሚ
ተወዳጅ አምደኛ ኤርትራዊቷ ቬሪኒካ።

ውድ የዲያስፖራ ተቃዋሚ ድረገጽ ባለቤቶች ሆይ! እባካችሁ የትግራይን ሕዘብ ለመስደብ ቬሮኒካ ከመጠቀም በቀጥታ
እራሳችሁ ብትሰድቡን ይሻላል። ስለዚህ ተቃውሞየ በዚህ ደብዳቤ እየገለጽኩ የቬሮኒካ መላኩነ ኢጽሑፍ እንዳታስተናግዱ
አንደገና በድጋሜ እጠይቃለሁ። ዘሓበሻ ድረገጽን መጠየቅ አልችልም። ምክንያቱም ለኛ ለትግሬዎች ግልጽ ስለሆነ ከልጁ ጋር
አታካራ የምነገጥምበት ሁኔታ ስለሌላ።
አመሰግናለሁ
ጌታቸው ረዳ (Etiopian Semay)

